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We identify a class of problems, called controlled selection problems, and study 
their complexity. A controlled selection problem involves a random selection of a 
sample from a large set subject to certain structural constraints. The structural 
constraints model some desired relationships among the elements of the set, which 
we want to preserve under random selection. For example, the set may be divided 
into equivalence classes and we may want to ensure that not too many elements are 
chosen from the same class, or the set may correspond to vertices of a graph and 
we may want to ensure that the sample does not induce a cycle. Controlled selec- 
tion problems arise in many disciplines, including statistics, mathematical program- 
ming, combinatorial algorithms, and resource allocation. This is the first attempt to 
unify them. We develop techniques for determining the complexity of controlled 
selection problems given the structural constraints. We use these techniques to 
determine the complexity of many types of controlled selection problems. We show 
that a controlled selection problem is polynomial-time reducible to the problem of 
finding a maximum weight sample satisfying the structural constraints. We also 
show that a general reduction in the opposite direction would imply that one-way 
functions do not exist. In contrast, we show that most natural controlled selection 
problems have the same complexity (within polynomial time) as the problem of 
finding a maximum weight sample satisfying the structural constraints. We also 
present efficient algorithms for several controlled selection problems. 0 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A sampling problem involves probabilistically selecting a subset of a 
population in a manner that satisfies some fairness conditions. A controlled 
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selection problem is a type of sampling problem in which the sample 
is required to satisfy some structural constraints. It is often difficult, or 
impossible, to satisfy these fairness conditions when the structural 
constraints imposed on the sample are severe. In this paper, we study the 
computational complexity of deciding when controlled selection is possible, 
and present algorithms for some cases where it is. 
An instance (x, $) of a class X of structural constraints consists of an 
ordered set x = (x , , . . . . x,> and a description I,& of the possibly empty set 
$ of subsets of x that satisfy the structural constraints. The set x is called 
the population, an element of x is called a unit, a subset of x is called a 
sample, and an element of II/ is called an acceptable sample. An instance 
(x, p, $) of the controlled selection problem on X consists of a pair 
(4 $k-w^~ and an ordered set of associated selection probabilities, 
P = {PI 3 ..‘, p,}, on the units. A fair selection is a probabilistic procedure for 
generating a sample with the property that each unit xi is included in the 
sample with probability pi. A controlled selection is a procedure for fairly 
selecting a sample s that satisfies the structural constraints, namely, s E $. 
Note that the selection probabilities are not required to satisfy any 
independence conditions, and in general it is not possible to enforce such 
conditions with the structural constraints. The controlled selection problem 
is that of determining whether a controlled selection exists, and, if so, 
generating a controlled selection. In Section 2 we present several examples 
of controlled selection problems. 
Controlled selection was first identified as a class of sampling problems 
by Goodman and Kish (1950), although their definition of controlled selec- 
tion encompassed only structural constraints that arose from stratification. 
While our interest in controlled selection initially originates from sampling 
applications, we feel that the problem of balancing fairness and control is 
a fundamental one, which occurs in problems from a wide variety of areas. 
Consider the following example from the area of mathematical program- 
ming. Raghavan and Thompson (1987) define a method, called randomized 
rounding, for approximating O-l integer programming problems. For 
many types of hard O-l integer programs, randomized rounding produces 
the best known asymptotic performance guarantees (Raghavan, 1986; 
Raghavan and Thompson, 1987). Raghavan and Thompson describe 
randomized rounding in the following manner. Let Z7, be a G-1 linear 
program, with variables xie (0, 1 }. Let Z7, be its rational relaxation, with 
X~E [0, 11. Randomized rounding consists of the following two phases: 
1. Solve 17,; let the variables take on values li6 [0, 11. 
2. Set the variables xi randomly to 0 or 1 in such way that the 
probability that xi is rounded to 1 is ii. 
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In many types of O-l integer programs not all assignments of 0 and 1 to 
the variables represent a feasible solution. The problem of randomly 
assigning the variables in step 2 in such a way that the assignment 
represents a feasible solution is a controlled selection problem. 
The first contribution of this paper is unifying many problems, which 
were studied separately in the past, under the umbrella of controlled 
selection. We show that controlled selection problems share many common 
properties. We show how to restate controlled selection in the language of 
polyhedral combinatorics. This allows us to use powerful results from the 
area of combinatorial optimization in our study of controlled selection. We 
develop techniques for determining the complexity of a controlled selection 
problem, given the structural constraints. We use our techniques to deter- 
mine the complexity of a wide variety of controlled selection problems. 
One method for studying the complexity of controlled selection is to 
relate the complexity of controlled selection to the complexity of more 
familiar types of problems. In Section 3 we show that a controlled selection 
problem is polynomial-time reducible to a closely related linear optimiza- 
tion problem. An instance of the linear optimization problem on a class X 
of structural constraints consists of a (x, $) E X, and an integer weight wi 
for each unit xi E x. The linear optimization problem for this instance is the 
problem of finding an SE + that maximizes CX,ES~i, or determining that II/ 
is empty. In Section 3 we use the ellipsoid method to derive the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM. Let 2” be a class of structural constraints. Zf the linear 
optimization problem on X has a polynomial-time algorithm, then the 
controlled selection problem on X has a polynomial-time algorithm. 
We demonstrate the use of this theorem in Section 4. Unfortunately, 
since the running time of the ellipsoid algorithm is a polynomial of high 
degree, the algorithms derived from this theorem are not efficient in prac- 
tice. In Section 6 we present efficient algorithms for two of the controlled 
selection problems introduced in Section 2. 
A reduction in the opposite direction would allow us to prove that some 
controlled selection problems are computationally difficult. We would have 
an especially clean theory if the converse of the above theorem held. That 
is, if the fact that the controlled selection problem on a class X of 
structural constraints has a polynomial-time algorithm implies that the 
linear optimization problem on X also has a polynomial-time algorithm. 
Unfortunately, it is unlikely that such a general reduction exists. In 
Section 5 we.show that such a reduction would answer, in the negative, the 
open question of whether one-way functions exist. 
In contrast, this conjecture seems to hold for most natural classes of 
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structural constraints. More specifically, for the classes of structural 
constraints that we have examined, if the linear optimization problem for 
these structural constraints is NP-hard, then so is the controlled selection 
problem for these structural constraints. Included among these problems 
are most of the applicable NP-complete problems given by Karp (1972). In 
Section 5 we develop techniques for proving that a controlled selection 
problem is NP-hard. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that all numbers are rational and 
expressed as u/b, where u and b are integers. The problem of generating 
random numbers is separate from the issues discussed in this paper. We 
therefore assume that we are given an oracle for generating random 
numbers. 
2. EXAMPLES OF CONTROLLED SELECTION PROBLEMS 
In this section we illustrate the variety of structural constraints that com- 
monly arise in sampling applications. We also demonstrate how controlled 
selection can model resource allocation problems by presenting problems 
that involve message routing in networks. 
In stratified sampling the population is partitioned with respect to one or 
more variables that are believed to be correlated with the measured 
variable. The goal in stratified sampling is to select a sample whose 
distribution among the partitions matches the population’s distribution as 
closely as possible. Stratification is commonly used in survey sampling to 
decrease the variance of the measured variable (Konijn, 1973). In this 
paper, we consider only one-way stratification. An instance of the one-way 
stratified sampling problem consists of a population x with selection 
probabilities on the units, and a partition %? of x. Let k be the sum of the 
selection probabilities of the units in x. For a C E %?, we let # C be the sum 
of the selection probabilities of the units in C. The one-way strutljkd 
sampling problem for this instance is the problem of fairly selecting a 
sample of size Lk J or rkl, that contains L # C J or r # Cl units from each 
CEW. 
Although we do not consider these problems here, we should note that 
Causey et al. (1985) and Cox (1988) have given O(n*) algorithms for the 
two-way stratification problem, and that Pruhs (1989a) showed that the 
m-way stratification problem, for m 2 3, is NP-hard. The two-way 
stratification problem is equivalent to the problem of a controlled selection 
of a set of edges forming a degree-constrained subgraph of a bipartite 
graph. As a special case of this, there is an 0( 1 VI IEI) algorithm for a 
controlled selection of a set of edges, forming a perfect matching in a 
bipartite graph G = ( V, E). 
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Our next examples are survey overlap problems. An instance of the 
I-overlap problem consists of I instances of the one-way stratified sampling 
problem on a common population. The goal in the l-overlap problem is to 
solve each instance of the one-way stratified sampling problem in such a 
way that the maximum number of distinct units that may be sampled is 
minimized. The assumption is that the cost of sampling is roughly propor- 
tional to the number of units sampled. Survey overlap is covered in most 
introductory survey sampling texts (e.g., Konijn, 1973). In Section 4 we 
show that the 2-overlap problem has a polynomial-time algorithm. In 
Section 5, we show that the 3-overlap problem is NP-hard. In Section 6 
we give an O(n2) algorithm for the 2-overlap problem. More on overlap 
problems can be found in Pruhs (1989b). 
Our next example is the bounded cost sampling problem. In this 
problem we assume that the cost of sampling a unit is independent of the 
composition of the sample. An instance of the bounded cost sampling 
problem consists of the usual population with selection probabilities on the 
units, a cost ci for sampling each unit xi, and an integer B. The bounded 
cost sampling problem for this instance is the problem of fairly selecting a 
sample s, subject to the structural constraint that the cost of s is bounded 
by B, i.e., C,,,, ci<B. 
Our last example of a type of structural constraint that arises in statisti- 
cal applications is clustering. An instance of the cluster sampling problem 
consists of the usual population with selection probabilities on the units, 
integers k and 1, and a partition of the population into equivalence classes, 
called clusters. The cluster sampling problem for this instance is the problem 
of fairly selecting a k-element sample s that contains units from at most 1 
clusters. The assumption is that the cost of sampling is roughly propor- 
tional to the number of clusters sampled. Clustering is a common type of 
constraint in survey sampling problems and is discussed in most introduc- 
tory texts on survey sampling (e.g., Konijn, 1973). 
Controlled selection can also model resource allocation problems, with 
the selection probabilities playing the role of a unit’s fair share. Consider 
the following example involving message routing in a computer network. 
We represent the network by a graph. Associated with each link is a num- 
ber that represents the desirability of sending a message along that link. 
This number may depend on factors such as the load, the bandwidth, or 
the cost of using that link. In this network we occasionally want to send 
messages from some vertex s. When deciding on the routing for messages 
we would like to make greater use of the more desirable links. Yet, we do 
not always want to choose the “best” routing, since this may raise the load 
on these links, making them less desirable. One way to solve this problem 
is to assign each link ei a probability pi proportional to els desirability. To 
select a routing we would then generate a controlled selection of a route of 
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the correct type. If we want to send a message to one other vertex t, we can 
model this as the problem of fairly selecting a set of edges that form a 
simple s-t path. Tanenbaum (1981) calls this type of the randomized point 
to point routing multi-way routing or bifuricated routing. If we want to 
broadcast a message, we can model this as the problem of fairly selecting 
a set of edges that form a spannning tree. 
We should contrast controlled selection with uniform generation of 
combinatorial structures. As a concrete example consider the problem of 
randomly generating spanning trees. A uniform generation of a spanning 
tree is a probabilistic procedure for generating a spanning tree such that 
each spanning tree is equally likely to be generated. One can uniformly 
generate a spanning tree by using the matrix tree theorem and computing 
a determinant (Colbourn et al., 1988), or by using random walks (Broder, 
1989). In many applications where one wants to randomly generate some 
type of combinatorial structure a uniform generation may not be 
appropriate. Consider our example of generating a spanning tree for broad- 
cast in a network. The goal of using randomization is to balance the load 
over all of the edges. Uniformly generating a spanning tree would not 
necessarily accomplish this balancing since some edges may be in more 
spanning trees than others. Jerrum et al., (1986) have shown that the 
complexity of uniform generation is “approximately” equivalent to the 
complexity of counting (Valiant, 1979). 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Let $ be a possibly empty finite set of points in (0, 1 }“. A point y E Q”, 
the n-dimensional space over the rationals, is a convex combination of 
points in II/ if y is expressible as y = C,,$ Ass, where each A,2 0 and 
C,, $ A, = 1. The convex hull of $, denoted conv(+), is the set of points that 
can be expressed as a convex combination of the points of $. The convex 
hull of the empty set is the empty set. A polytope P is the convex hull of 
some possibly empty finite set $ of points. A oertex of P is a point that 
cannot be expressed as a convex combination of any other points in P. 
Let (x, p, $) be an instance of the controlled selection problem on a class 
X of structural constraints. The members of $ can be viewed as points in 
(0, 1 }“. The point corresponding to an s E $ is the incidence vector of s, 
namely, it has a 1 in the ith coordinate if and only if X,E s. Similarly, we 
can view p as a point in Q”, with pi being the ith coordinate of this point. 
This interpretation allows us to relate controlled selection to standard 
polyhedral combinatorics problems. 
THEOREM 3.1. An instance (x, p, $) of a controlled selection problem has 
a controlled selection zf and only zfp E conv($). 
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Proof: Assume that (x, p, $) has a controlled selection. Let g, be the 
probability that a sample s E $ is generated. We have that each g, > 0, and 
C,,$ g, = 1. By the fairness constraints of controlled selection we have 
that for each i, C,, J, gSsi =pi. Therefore, C,, +g,s =p, and p E conv($). 
Conversely, assume p can be expressed as the convex sum CSEtig,s, 
then a controlled selection is possible by generating each SE $ with 
probability g,. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (x, p, 4) be an instance of a controlled selection 
problem. Given a convex representation of p in terms of the elements of I/I, 
a controlled selection of an element of $ can be generated in linear time. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is inherent in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Note 
that this controlled selection can be generated in time linear in the size of 
the convex representation, which is not necessarily linear in the size of the 
population. We call a class X of structural constraints verifiable if there is 
a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that, given an instance 
(x, $) E X and an s E x, will determine whether s E 1,5. We next use 
Caratheodory’s theorem (Caratheodory, 1907) to show how to solve a 
controlled selection problem nondeterministically. 
THEOREM 3.3. (Caratheodory’s theorem). Zf a point ~EQ” is in the 
convex hull of a set $ of points, then there is a convex representation of p 
in terms of at most n + 1 elements of I). 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf X is a verifiable class of structural constraints, then the 
problem of determining whether an instance of the controlled selection 
problem on X has a controlled selection is in NP. 
ProoJ We define a nondeterministic machine M that decides this 
problem. M begins by guessing a set of O/l vectors, s = {si , . . . . s, + , }. M 
then verifies that each si is in $. M can accomplish this in polynomial time 
because X is verifiable. M then checks that p is in conv(s) using a polyno- 
mial-time linear programming algorithm (Lovbz, 1986). If so M accepts, 
else M rejects. 1 
If we restrict ourselves to verifiable classes of structural constraints, then 
Theorem 3.4 can be interpreted to mean the following. In the worst case, 
the problem of determining whether a controlled selection is possible is no 
harder than determining whether an acceptable sample exists. 
We will view an instance (x, $), of a class X of structural constraints, 
as describing the polytope conv(l(/). We call this polytope the solution 
polytope of (x, 6). We define the following four types of problems on a 
class 9 of descriptions of polytope. In other words, an element P of 9 is 
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a description of a polytope P. If u and u are two points in n-dimensional 
space, then we denote their inner product by u . v = x7= I uivi. 
(1) Membership problem. Given a f E 9 and a point p, determine 
whether p E P. 
(2) Representation problem. Given a p E 9 and a point p, determine 
whether p E P, and if so, express p as the convex combination of the vertices 
of P. 
(3) Linear optimization problem. Given a P E CP and a vector w, find 
a point y E P that maximizes y . w  (or determine that no such point exists, 
i.e., P is empty). Note that the entries of w  may be positive, negative, or 
zero. 
(4) Separation problem. Given a BE 9 and a point p, determine 
whether p E P. If not, find a vector v that separates p from P, namely 
vyEP,p.v>y~v. 
If a polytope P is described as the set of points satisfying an explicit list 
of inequalities, then the linear optimization problem on P is the linear 
programming problem. Khachiyan (1979) developed a polynomial-time 
algorithm for linear programming. He used the elliploid method to exhibit 
a polynomial-time reduction to the separation problem. It was soon 
noticed that this result is essentially a special case of more a general result. 
We take the following from Lovasz (1986). A polytope P is rational if the 
input size of each vertex of P is bounded by a polynomial in the dimension 
of the space. All of the polytopes we consider are rational since they have 
O/l vertices. A class .P of descriptions of polytopes is center-guaranteed if 
there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given a description P E 9 of 
a polytope P, outputs and r and a c, such that the n-dimensional ball of 
radius r around c is strictly contained in P. 
THEOREM 3.5 (Lovasz, 1986). Let 9” be a class of descriptions of 
rational polytopes. The linear optimization problem on g has a polynomial- 
time algorithm, if and only iJ; the separation problem on 9 has a polynomial- 
time algorithm. 
THEOREM 3.6 (Lovasz, 1986). Let 9 be a center-guaranteed class of 
descriptions of rational polytopes. One of problems (l)-(4) on B has a 
polynomial-time algorithm, if and only, all of problems (l)-(4) on 9 have a 
polynomial-time algorithm. 
THEOREM 3.7 (Lovasz, 1986). Let 9 be a class of descriptions of 
rational polytopes. If the linear optimization problem on B has a polynomial- 
time algorithm, then the representation problem on 9 has a polynomial-time 
algorithm. 
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From Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.7 we derive the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let X be a class of structural constraints. If the linear 
optimization problem on X has a polynomial-time algorithm, then the 
controlled selection problem on X has a polynomial-time algorithm. 
Proof. If the linear optimization problem on X has a polynomial-time 
algorithm then the representation problem on X has a polynomial-time 
algorithm by Theorem 3.7. If d is a polynomial-time algorithm for the 
representation problem on X then the size of the convex representations 
that it produces must bounded by a polynomial in the input size. Then by 
Theorem 3.2 the controlled selection problem on X can be solved in 
poIynomiaI-time. i 
The proof of Theorem 3.7, and hence also the proof of Theorem 3.8, is 
constructive. That is, there is a polynomial-time algorithm that will solve 
a controlled selection problem, given an oracle for the corresponding linear 
optimization problem. 
4. DEVELOPING POLYNOMIAL-TIME ALGORITHMS 
We demonstrate the utility of Theorem 3.8 by employing it to derive 
polynomial-time algorithms for some of the problem presented in Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. The cluster sampling problem has a polynomial-time 
algorithm. 
ProoJ By Theorem 3.8, the cluster sampling problem is polynomial- 
time reducible to the following problem. Given arbitrary weights on the 
units, the goal is to find a maximum weight acceptable sample, i.e., a 
k-element sample with units from at most 1 of the clusters. We show how 
to find the weight of the maximum weight acceptable sample using 
dynamic programming. It should be clear how to generalize this to find the 
actual sample. It should also be clear that this algorithm runs in polyno- 
mial time. 
Let wi be the weight associated with the element xi. Denote the clusters 
by {C,, . . . . C,}. Let ck be the weight of the uth-largest unit in C,. Define 
A(i,j,m), with l<i<k, l<j<l, and l<m<r, to be the weight of the 
maximum weight i-element sample that has units from exactly j of the first 
m clusters. If no such sample exists then we say A(i, j, m) has value - cc. 
The weight of the maximum weight acceptable sample is then the maxi- 
mum of the following sequence A(k, 1, r) . .A(k, 1, r). 
We show how to compute the A(i,j, m)‘s incrementally. We initially let 
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A(i, 1, 1) be the sum of the i largest elements in C,, for i< IC,). For the 
rest of this proof any undefined value is assume to be -cc. Assume that 
we have computed the value of each A(a, 6, c), for 1 ,< c < m. Each 
A(i, j, m) is then the largest value in the following list: 
A(i,j, m - 1) 
A(i-l,j-l,m-l)+ch 
A(i-2,j- l,m- l)+cf,+ck 
c;+ ... +c;. 
In the 0th element of this list, C, contributes u values to A(i, j, m). 
A term in this list may be undefined because the A value is undefined, or 
because there are less than i units in C,. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Given an undirect graph G with probabilities associated 
with the edges, the problem of fairly selecting a set of edges forming a 
spanning tree of G has a polynomial-time algorithm. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 follows from the fact that the maximum 
weight spanning tree problem is a well-known combinatorial optimization 
problem with a a polynomial-time algorithm (Lawler, 1976). We now show 
that the 2-overlap problem can be solved in polynomial-time. We first need 
to introduce the following notation, which will also be used in Section 6.2. 
An instance of the 2-overlap problem consists of an integer m, and two 
instances of the one-way stratified problem on a common population 
x = {x,, . ..) x,>. Let the first instance of the one-way stratified sampling 
problem consist of X, associated selection probabilities {p,, . . ..p.,}, and a 
partition %? of x. Similarly, let the second instance of the one-way stratified 
sampling problem consist of x, associated selection probabilities 
(4 , , . . . . q,}, and a partition 9 of x. The goal in the 2-overlap problem is 
to probabilistically generate two samples, S and T, from x in a way that 
satisfies the following criteria: 
Probability constraints. 
1. Each unit xi E x is included in S with probability pi. 
2. Each unit xi E x is included in T with probability qi. 
Structural constraints. 
1. The number of units in S is either the floor of, or ceiling of, 
U=C~=Ipi. 
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2. The number of units in T is either the floor of, or ceiling of, 
v = c;= 1 q;. 
3. The number of units in S from each C E 55’ is either the floor of, or 
ceiling of, #C=Cxiscpi. 
4. The number of units in T from each DE 9 is either the floor of, or 
ceiling of, #D = C,,, D qi. 
5. Su T contains at most m units. 
THEOREM 4.3. The 2-overlap problem has a polynomial time algorithm. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.8, the 2-overlap problem is polynomial time 
reducible to the following problem: Given two integer weights ui and Wi for 
each unit X,E x, find two samples S and T, which satisfy the structural 
constraints and maximize CXIES vi + C,,, T wi. We show that this problem 
can be stated as a maximum cost flow problem, which is a well-known 
combinatorial problem with a polynomial time algorithm (Lawler, 1976). 
We construct a network that has a feasible flow of m if and only if the 
2-overlap problem has samples S and T that satisfy the structural con- 
straints. There are two vertices, x f and xf , for each unit xi E X. There is one 
vertex for each class in V, and one vertex for each class in 9. There is a 
source vertex s and a sink vertex t. There are also two other special vertices 
f and g. For each unit xi in some classes C E V and D E 9, we add the 
following edges: 
(1) A directed edge from xi to xf, with cost of u, -t wi and flow 
capacity 1. A flow of 1 on this edge is equivalent to selecting xi to be in 
both S and T. 
(2) A directed edge from C to x!, with cost 0 and flow capacity 1. 
(3) A directed edge from xy to D, with cost 0 and flow capacity 1. 
(4) A directed edge from x! to g, with cost vi and flow capacity 1. 
A flow of 1 through this edge is equivalent to selecting xi to be in S. 
(5) A directed edge from f to x3 with cost wi and flow capacity 1. 
A flow of 1 through this edge is equivalent to selecting xi to be in T. 
In addition, we add the following edges: 
(6) A directed edge from s tof, with cost 0, flow requirement Lm - u _I, 
and flow capacity rm - ~1. The flow restrictions on this edge guarantee 
that structural constraint 1 is satisfied. 
(7) A directed edge from g to t, with cost 0, flow requirement Lm - v J, 
and flow capacity j-m - vl. The flow restrictions on this edge guarantee 
that structural constraint 2 is satisfied. 
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FIGURE 1. 
(8) A directed edge from s to each CE %‘, with cost 0, flow require- 
ment L # CJ, and flow capacity r # Cl. The flow restrictions on these edges 
guarantee that structural constraint 3 is satisfied. 
(9) A directed edge from each D l 9 to t, with cost 0, flow require- 
ment L # 01, and flow capacity r # 01. The flow restrictions on these edges 
guarantee that structural constraint 4 is satisfied. 
This construction is illustrated in Fig. 1. For each edge in this figure, the 
flow requirement is the floor of the first number, the flow capacity is the 
ceiling of the first number, and the cost is the second number. 
A feasible flow of m in this network corresponds to samples S and T that 
satisfy the structural constraints in the manner described in (lk(9). 
A maximum cost flow of m then corresponds to maximum weight samples 
satisfying the structural constraints in the obvious way. 1 
5. PROVING NP-HARDNESS 
We would like to use reductions in the opposite direction as well. This 
would allow us to prove negative results, such as NP-hardness results, for 
the complexity of some controlled selection problems. Such reductions are 
possible for some classes of structural constraints, e.g., for those classes of 
structural constraints whose corresponding solution polytopes are center- 
guaranteed. Unfortunately, many natural classes of structural constraints 
do not have center-guaranteed solution polytopes. More generally, proving 
Statement 5.1, the converse of Theorem 3.8, appears to be quite difficult. 
Statement 5.1. Let X be a class of structural constraints. If the 
controlled selection problem on X has a polynomial-time algorithm, then 
the linear optimization problem on X has a polynomial-time algorithm. 
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We next show that a proof of Statement 5.1 would answer, in the 
negative, the open question of whether one-way functions exist. A partial 
function f is honest if there is some polynomial p(n) such that for all x in 
the domain off, p(lf(x)l)> (xl. A partial function f is one-way iff is l-l, 
honest, and polynomial-time computable, and f -’ is not polynomial-time 
computable. 
Before proceeding, we need to make the following definitions. The 
existence problem for a class X of structural constraints is the problem of, 
given a (x, 6) E X, determining whether II/ is empty. The existence problem 
on X is clearly polynomial-time reducible to the linear optimization 
problem on X. An unambiguous Turing machine T is a nondeterministic 
polynomial-time Turing machine that has either 0 to 1 accepting paths for 
every input. The class U is the class of languages accepted by unambiguous 
Turing machines. 
THEOREM 5.2. If for each class X of verifiable structural constraints, 
the existence problem on X is polynomial-time reducible to the controlled 
selection problem on X, then one-way functions do not exist. 
Proof Let 3’ be a language in U. Let A4 be an unambiguous Turing 
machine that accepts 9, and takes q(n) steps on an input of size n. Let X 
be the class of structural constraints of the form (y, I), y = { y,, . . . . y+,}, 
and Z is an instance of 9 of size n. The set $ of acceptable samples 
described by Z consists of those subsets s of y that cause M to accept Z on 
the computation path specified by the incidence vector of s. The existence 
problem on X is equivalent to the problem of determining whether a 
string is in the language 3’. 
Since M is an unambiguous Turing machine, each set $ defined above 
contains at most one element. Hence, no point with a non O/l coordinate 
can be on conC($). The following polynomial-time algorithm will then 
solve the controlled selection problem on X. If any of the selection 
probabilities are non O/l then no controlled selection is possible. 
Otherwise, a controlled selection is possible if and only if the selection 
probabilities represent a computation path that causes M to accept I. 
If for each such X, the existence problem on X is polynomial-time 
reducible to the controlled selection problem on X, then P = U. If P = U, 
then one-way functions do not exist (Grollman and Selman, 1984). 1 
On the other hand, Statement 5.1 seems to hold for most (if not all) 
natural classes of structural constraints. In particular, this is true for all the 
applicable problems given by Karp (1972). 
THEOREM 5.3. The controlled selection versions of the following problems 
are NP-complete: 
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1. 3SAT 
3. Clique 
5. Vertex cover 
7. Feejback node set 
9. Directed Hamilton circuit 
11. Exact cover 
13. Steiner tree 
15. Knapsack 
17. Max cut 
2. O-1 integer programming 
4. Set packing 
6. Set cover 
8. Feedback arc set 
10. Undirected Hamilton circuit 
12. Hitting set 
14. 3-dimensional matching 
16. Partition 
As an example of what we mean by the controlled selection versions of 
these problems consider the max-cut problem. Given a graph G = (V, E) 
with positive weights on the edges and an integer W, the max-cut problem 
is to determine if there is a subset of the edges that does not contain an odd 
length cycle and has weight greater than or equal W. In the corresponding 
controlled selection problem the edges have probabilities assigned to them, 
instead of weights, and the goal is to determine if one can generate a fair 
selection of a set of edges the does not contain an odd length cycle. 
So, while we cannot prove a general theorem that states that linear 
optimization problems can be reduced to controlled selection problems, we 
believe that it is nevertheless true for natural problems. Thus, while we still 
have to prove NP-hardness “by hand” for most controlled selection 
problems, we can get a very good indication of whether or not a specilic 
controlled selection problem is NP-hard by considering the corresponding 
linear optimization problem. 
To save some effort in the proving that a controlled selection problem is 
NP-hard one might hope to derive reductions between controlled selection 
problems by simple modifications to the standard reductions between the 
corresponding existence (or linear optimization) problems. Unfortunately, 
it appears difficult to modify the more complex standard reductions, which 
use component design, so that they reduce the corresponding controlled 
selection problems to each other. To see why this is the case, consider the 
following example. 
Let F be a reduction from 3SAT to the maximal independent set 
problem. Let 9 be an instance of 3SAT, containing a clause C= 
(xi v x2 v x3). Let y be an vertex in F(9), such that y is in an independent 
set of size k if and only if Z has a satisfying assignment in which all of 
x, , x2, and xg are assigned true. To modify this reduction to reduce 3SAT 
(or the problem of a controlled selection of a satisfying assignment) to the 
problem of a controlled selection of an independent set of size k in F(f), 
y must have 0 as its selection probability if there is no satisfying assignment 
to 9 that assigns all of x1, x2, and x3 true, and 1 as its selection 
probability if all of the satisfying assignments to 9 assign all of x1, x2, and 
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xg true. The problem of deciding which probability to assign y is in general 
as hard as 3SAT. 
As an alternative approach to proving a controlled selection problem 
NP-hard, we define what we call a partition reduction. Let X and 2 be 
classes of structural constraints. A function f from X to 9 is a parrition 
reduction if the following hold: 
1. f is computable in polynomial time. 
2. For each instance (x, $) E X, with f((x, $)) = (y, q!), $ is empty if 
and only if 4 is empty. 
3. There exists a k such that, for each (y, f) in the range off, 4 is 
nonempty if and only if $ contains k pairwise disjoint samples whose union 
is y. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let ~$7 and 2’ be classes of structural constraints. Zf there 
is a partition reduction f from X to 9, then the existence problem for X 
is polynomial-time reducible to the controlled selection problem for 9. 
Proof The proof follows from assigning each unit of the population of 
an instance of 8 in the range off a selection probability of l/k. 1 
Papadimitriou and Yannakakis (1982) use a partition reduction to prove 
that the problem of determining whether a point is on the convex hull of 
the incidence vectors of the Hamiltonian cycles in a graph is NP-hard. 
Pruhs (1989a) uses partition reductions to show that some three-dimen- 
sional rounding problems are NP-hard. We next show that the bounded 
cost sampling problem is NP-hard. We then use a partition reduction to 
show that the 3-overlap problem is NP-hard. 
THEOREM 5.5. The problem of determining whether an instance of the 
bounded cost sampling problem has a controlled selection is NP-complete, 
Proof This problem is in NP by Theorem 3.4. To show that this 
problem is NP-hard we exhibit a polynomial-time reduction from an 
NP-complete variant of the partition problem (Garey and Johnson, 1979). 
An instance 4 of the partition problem consists of a list of numbers, 
c= {Cl, . ..) c”}. Let B = 4 XI= 1 ci. A partition of C is a (n/2)-element subset 
of C that sums to exactly B. The partition problem is that of determining 
whether C has a partition. 
We create an instance $ of the bounded cost sampling problem, which 
has a controlled selection if and only if 9 has a partition. Let the popula- 
tion be x = (x1, .,., x,}. Let the cost of each x, be ci, and let the selection 
probability for each unit be i. Let the cost bound B be as defined above. 
Assume that 9 has a partition S. Let s’ be the set of xi for which ci E S. 
Then f has a controlled selection. This can be accomplished by selecting 
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s’ with probability 4, and selecting x-s’ with probability f. Conversely, 
assume that % has a controlled selection. By the fairness constraints, the 
average cost of a generated sample must be B. Since the structural con- 
straints require that each sample can have cost at most B, each generated 
sample must have cost exactly B. Hence, JJ has a partition. 1 
THEOREM 5.6. The problem of determining whether an instance of the 
3-overlap problem has a controlled selection is NP-complete. 
ProojI This problem is in NP by Theorem 3.4. We show that this 
problem is NP-hard by exhibiting a partition reduction from the NP-com- 
plete edge 3-coloring problem (Hoyler, 1981). An instance of the edge 
3-coloring problem is a trivalent multigraph G = (l’, E). The edge 
3-coloring problem is that of determing if there exists a coloring of the 
edges, using the three colors, such that no two edges incident on a common 
vertex receive the same color. For convenience we will denote the colors by 
1, 2, and 3. 
Let G = (V, E) be a trivalent multigraph. We assume, without loss of 
generality, that we are given a vertex 3-coloring f of G. If not, we can 
replace each edge e = (v, w) with the edges, (u, e,), (w, e,), and two edges 
of the form (e,, ez). The vertices e, and e2 are new vertices. This new graph 
can be vertex 3-colored by coloring the original vertices the color 1, the 
vertices of the form e, the color 2, and the vertices of the form e2 the color 
3. The new graph is edge 3-colorable if and only if the original graph is 
edge 3-colorable since any coloring in the modified graph must color pairs 
of edges of the form (v, e, ) and (w, e2) the same color. 
We construct an instance 9 of the 3-overlap problem as follows. The 
population x consists of three copies, e,, e,, and e3, of each edge e. In the 
jth, j= 1,2, 3, partition of x there are three equivalence classes, denoted 
6,) i&, and i&, for each vertex u with f(v) =j, and one equivalence class, 
denoted t?, for each edge e that has no vertex incident to it colored j. For 
each edge e = (u, w), the unit ei is included in class 6, in thef(v)th partition, 
in class Ei in thef(w)th partition, and in the class e” in the final partition. 
The structural constraints are that one unit be sampled from each equiv- 
alence class in each of the three partitions, and at most /El distinct units 
be sampled. 
9 has an acceptable sample if and only if G has an edge 3-coloring. 
Selecting the unit ei is equivalent to coloring the edge e the color i. By 
permuting the colors of the edge coloring, it can be seen that 9 has an 
acceptable sample if and only if x is the union of three pairwise disjoint 
acceptable samples. 1 
In sampling applications of controlled selection it is often the case that the 
desired fairness conditions are that each element be sampled with equal 
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probability. The condition that all of the selection probabilities are equal 
does not seem to make controlled selection any easier. While we do not 
have a formal proof of this, all of the controlled selection problems that we 
have shown are NP-hard remain NP-hard in the special case when all of 
the selection probabilities are equal. 
6. EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS 
As mentioned earlier, the polynomial time algorithms derived from 
Theorem 3.8, while of theoretical interest, are not efficient in practice. This 
inefficiency derives from the generality of Theorem 3.8 and is not 
necessarily inherent to controlled selection problems. In this section we 
present efficient algorithms to two nontrivial controlled selection problems. 
6.1. Controlled Selection of a Spanning Tree 
In this section we investigate the problem of generating a controlled 
selection of a spanning tree of a graph. Let G = (V, E) be a multigraph, 
with a probability pi associated with each edge ei. A controlled selection of 
a spanning tree of G is fair generation of a set of edges that form a span- 
ning tree of G. Several authors have given algorithms for determining 
whether a point is on the convex hull of the incidence vectors of the span- 
ning trees of a multigraph (Cunningham, 1985; Picard and Queyranne, 
1982). These algorithms, in general, reduced the problem to a linear 
number of maxcut computations (Cunningham, 1985). 
We now present a more efficient algorithm for this problem when the 
common denominator 1 of the edge probabilities is small, say I = O(logl VI). 
The algorithm reduces the problem of generating a controlled selection of 
a spanning tree to the following problem, called the l-forest problem or the 
graphic matroid partitioning problem: 
Instance. An integer 1 and a multigraph G = (V, E). 
Goal. Find I edge disjoint forests collectively containing as many edges 
as possible. 
Let n’ = min() VI, lEI/Z) and let m’ = (El + n’ log n’. Gabow and Wester- 
mann (1988 give an algorithm for this problem that runs in time 
O(P” n’ ml). $ 
Algorithm 6.1. Let G be a multigraph, with a probability pi= a,// 
associated with each edge ei. Let G’ = (V’, E’) be the multigraph con- 
structed from G by replacing each edge ei by ai copies of ei. Assume that 
G’ can be partitioned into 1 edge disjoint spanning trees H,, . . . . H,; if this 
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is not the case then it is not possible to generate a fair selection of a 
spanning tree of G (see Theorem 6.4). A fair selection of a spanning tree T 
of G can be generated by uniformly at random selecting one of the His, 
and then letting T consist of the edges of G with a copy in H,. 
If a multigraph G contains I (( VJ - 1) edges, where I= @log] VI ), then 
Gabow and Westermann’s algorithm, and hence Algorithm 6.1, runs in 
time U() VI 3’2 log21 VI) on G. For a multigraph G = (V, E), with S c E, let 
con (G, S) denote the number of connected components of (V, E - S). The 
correctness of Algorithm 6.1 relies on the following three theorems. 
THEOREM 6.2 (Tutte, 1961). A multigraph G = (E, V) contains 1 edge 
disjoint spanning trees if and only if for every subset S of E, 
I(con(G, S) - 1) < JSI. 
THEOREM 6.3. Zf a multigraph G = (E, V) with a probability pi associated 
with each edge ei, has a controlled selection of a spanning tree, then for every 
SSE, (con(G, S)- l),<C,,,spi. 
Proof Every spanning tree must contain at least con(G, S) - 1 edges 
from S. Since C,,, s pi is the expected number of edges chosen from S, the 
result follows. 1 
THEOREM 6.4. Let G= (V, E) be a multigraph, with a probability 
pi = a,/1 associated with each edge ei, and let G’ = ( V, E’) be the multigraph 
constructed from G by replacing each edge ei by ai copies of ei. Then G has 
a controlled selection of a set of edges forming a spanning tree if and only 
tf G’ can be partitioned into 1 edge disjoint spanning trees. 
Proof: If G’ can be partitioned into 1 edge disjoint spanning trees then 
a controlled selection of a spanning tree of G can be generated by the 
method shown in Algorithm 6.1. 
Conversely, assume that G has a controlled selection of a spanning tree. 
Associate with each edge of G’ a probability of l/f. G’ then has a controlled 
selection a spanning tree. Since each spanning tree of G’ contains ( V( - 1 
edges, IX,,, Es pi= IE’J/l= ) VI - 1. Let S’ be a subset of E’. Lemma 6.3 
implies that (con(G’, S’) - 1) ,< Ce,ES l/l. By rearrangement of terms we 
have that l(con(G’, S’) - 1) < IS’/. Then by Lemma 6.2, G’ contains 1 edge 
disjoint spanning trees. Since (E’J = I( 1 VI - 1 ), these 1 spanning trees must 
exhaust E’. 1 
6.2. 2-overlap Problem 
In this section we present an U(n’) algorithm for the 2-overlap problem. 
We define the overlap between two samples to be the number of units 
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common to both samples. In the 2-overlap problem, minimizing the total 
number of units sampled is equivalent to maximizing the overlap. Each 
X~EX can appear in both S and T with probability at most min(p,, qi). 
Hence, an upper bound for the expected overlap is d = Cy= I min(p,, qi). 
The expected overlap of our algorithm will be d, and the worst case overlap 
will be Ld]. Hence, our algorithm guarantees optimal overlap, both in the 
average case and in the worst case. 
The algorithm is divided into two phases. In each step of the first phase 
the selection probabilities are unbiasly altered in such a way that the 
dependencies between the units are simplified. This is accomplished by 
making one selection probability 0 or 1 in each step. We denote the current 
value of the selection probabilities for each xi by pi and 4;. If a selection 
probability pi (4;) becomes 1 then xi will be included in the first (second) 
sample, and if a selection probability ji (gi) becomes 0 then xi will not be 
included in the first (second) sample. The design of the first phase was 
motivated by Cox’s (1988) algorithm for generating unbiased roundings of 
two-way tables. In the second phase of the algorithm the dependencies 
have been simplified enough to allow us to finish the sample generation in 
linear time. 
The first phase of the algorithm is easiest to explain in graph theoretic 
terms. We conceptually maintain a vertex-labeled bipartite multigraph G. 
The vertices of G are the classes in %, and the classes in 9. The current 
value of the selection probabilities determine the edges and the labels. For 
each xi E x, in some classes C E V and D E 9, edges and labels are added to 
G in the following manner: 
1. If both pi and 4; are not 0 or 1, then there is an undirected edge 
(C, D). 
2. If 4; is not 0 or 1, and pi = 0 (1 ), then a label of 0 (1) is added 
to D. In this case, the variable 4; is called a O-mate (l-male) of D. 
3. If pi is not 0 or 1, and 9; = 0 (l), then a label of 0 (1) is added 
to C. In this case, the variable pi is called a O-mate (l-mate) of C. 
Each vertex may be labeled with any number of O’s and l’s, or may have 
no label. We will freely switch interpretations between edges and units, and 
between vertices and equivalence classes. 
We begin the first phase by repeatedly finding a cycle H in G. Since G 
is bipartite, H is of even length. Let P (44) be the set consisting of the 
variables p”; and qi, such that xi is an odd (even) edge in H. We then 
perform a balanced adjustment, which consists of randomly executing one 
of assignments 1 or 2 below. Let a+ = min( 1 - max(P), min(M)), and 
a- = min(min(P), 1 - max(M)). 
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1. With probability ~/(a+ + a-), add a+ to the value of each 
variable in P, and subtract a+ from the value of each variable in M. 
2. With probability a+/(a+ + a-), subtract a- from the value of each 
variable in P, and add a- to the value of each variable in M. 
Because of the way that u+ and a- are defined at least one pi, or one qi, 
will become O/l. Since the expected change of the value of each variable is 
zero in a balanced adjustment, the fairness constaints will not be violated. 
To see how this affects the structural constraints, we can view acceptable 
samples S and T as O/l solutions to the following equations: 
LuJ< C Pi<rul; 
VCE%? L#CJG C jji<r#Cl; (3) 
x, E c 
VDE9 L#DJ< c qi<r#Dl; (4) 
I< E D 
j, min(Bi, 4i) B d. (5) 
In these equations, a unit xi is included in S if pi = 1, and in T if qi = 1. The 
initial values of the selection probabilities satisfy the above equations. 
A balanced adjustment on a cycle, as defined above, does not affect the 
validity of these equations. 
Once G is acyclic, instead of performing balanced adjustments on cycles, 
we simplify G by making balanced adjustments on “good paths.” Let us put 
off momentarily the formal definition of a good path. We perform a 
balanced adjustment on a good path, as we did on cycles, by adding and 
subtracting from the selection probabilities on alternate edges. In order to 
guarantee that Eqs. (l)-(5) will not be violated we must guarantee that the 
endpoints of a good path satisfy some special conditions. If each #C and 
each #D is integral then these conditions are that one end point of H has 
a 0 label and the other endpoint has a 1 label if H is of odd length, and 
that both endpoints have 0 labels (or 1 labels) if H is of even length. In the 
general case the definitions are slightly more complicated. 
Let H be a simple path between two vertices y and z in G. Designate the 
edges alternately as odd and even, with an odd edge incident to y. H is 
then called a good path if it satisfies one following conditions: 
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1. H is of odd length and satisfies one of the following conditions: 
a. y has a l-mate a and z has a O-mate b. 
b. y has a l-mate a and z is a vertex of degree 1 with no label. 
2. H is of even length and satisfies one of the following conditions: 
a. y has a O-mate a and z has a O-mate b. 
b. y has a l-mate a and z has a l-mate b. 
c. y has a O-mate a and z is a vertex of degree 1 with no label. 
d. Both y and z are vertices of degree 1 with no label. 
We allow H to be a path of length 0, i.e., y = z. In this case H is of even 
length, and the mates a and b must be distinct. 
We now explain how we perform a balanced adjustment on a good path 
H. Let P (M) the variables pi and qi, for each xi that is an odd (even) edge 
in H. In case 1, also add the mate a, and the mate b, if it exists, to M. In 
case 2, add the mate a, if it exists, to M, and add the mate b, if it exists, 
to P. We then perform a balanced adjustment on these sets as we did with 
cycles. As before, this adjustment does not affect the validity of Eq. (1 )-( 5). 
We now explain how to find good paths. If y and z are vertices in the 
same connected component of G, we denote the unique path between them 
as P(y, z). In the following two theorems we give sufficient conditions for 
G to contain a good path. 
THEOREM 6.5. Zf H is u tree in G, with at least three levels, x, y, and z, 
then one of P(x, y), P(x, z), or P( y, z) is a good path. 
Proof. Each of x, y, and z may have no label, only l-mates, only 
O-mates, or both O-mates and l-mates. We must verify that in each of these 
43 = 64 cases at least one of P(x, y), P(x, z), and (y, z) is a good path. Let 
w  be the one vertex common to P(x, y), P(x, z), and P(y, z). The proof in 
each case relies on the parity, even or odd, of the paths P(x, w), P(y, w), 
and P(z, w). 
For example, assume that each of x, y, and z has a O-mate. Regardless 
of the parities of P(x, w), P(y, w), and P(z, w), at least one of P(x, y), 
P(x, z), and P(y, z) is of even length, and hence a good path. The proofs 
in the other cases are similar. 1 
THEOREM 6.6. Let H be a maximal simple path between vertices x and z 
in G. Zf H contains an internal labeled vertex y then one of P(x, y), P(y, z), 
or P(x, z) is a good path. 
ProojI Each of x and z may have no label, only l-mates, only O-mates, 
or both O-mates and l-mates. The vertex y may have only a O-mate, only 
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a l-mate, or both O-mates and l-mates. We must verify that in each of 
these 3 . 42 = 48 cases at least one of P(x, y), P(x, z), and P(y,z) is a good 
path. The proof in each case relies on the parity, even or odd, of the paths 
P(x, Y) and P(Y, z). 
For example, assume that x and z have O-mates, and y has a l-mate. If 
P(x, y) is of odd length then it is a good path. If P(y, z) is of odd length 
then it is a good path. If both P(x, y) and P(y, z) are of even length then 
P(x, z) is a good path. The proofs in the other cases are similar. 1 
While G contains trees with at least three leaves, or maximal simple 
paths with labeled vertices, the algorithm repeatedly finds a good path, 
performs a balanced adjustment on this good path, and updates G. G is 
now of the following simple form: 
1. It is the disjoint union of simple paths and isolated vertices. 
2. Each isolated vertex x has at most two labels. Otherwise if x has 
three labels, two of the labels would be the same and x would be a good 
path. 
3. Each endpoint x of a path H has at most one label. Otherwise if x 
has two labels then, if these labels are the same then x is a good path, else 
one of the two labels, depending on the parity of the length of H, can be 
used to make H a good path. 
4. No internal vertex on a path can have a label. 
From l-4 we can conclude that each equivalence class C E V (D E 9) 
contains at most two units xi and xj with fii and pj (4, and Gj) being 
non-O/l. At this point no further balanced adjustments may be possible, 
and the first phase is finished. 
The first phase requires at most G(n*) time because we can find a cylce 
or good path and perform a balanced adjustment in linear time, and each 
balanced adjustment makes at least one selection probability O/l. At this 
point, the expected value of each selection probability is its initial value 
because the expected change of each selection probability in each balanced 
adjustment is 0. Equations (l)-(5) are still satisfied because balanced 
adjustments were only performed on cycles and good paths. 
The second phase of the algorithm is divided into two parts. In the first 
part we generate the units that are included in both samples. This allows 
us to finish the generation separately for each survey in the second part. 
To begin the first part of phase two, associate with each unit X~E x a 
probability, h, = min@,, gi). To guarantee maximum overlap we need to 
include each xi in both samples with probability hi. Note that if either fi, 
or (li is 0, then hi = 0 and xi will not be included in both samples. Similarly, 
if both pi and qi are 1, then hi = 1 and xi will be included in both samples. 
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We call units xi and xi in H a %-pair (Spair) if they share a common 
equivalence class in %? (g), and both pi and pj (qi and qj) are non-O/l. 
A unit X,E H is a singleton if it does not occur in a pair. We order H so 
that all pairs xi and xi are consecutive. This ordering is possible because of 
the simple form of G. We now use a simple sampling method, called 
systematic sampling (Konijn, 1973) to select the units to be included in 
both samples. 
Systematic sampling. Let gi = cj< i h,. Remember that d= C:= I hi. We 
conceptually associate with each xi a half-open interval, Ii = [g,, g,, i). The 
algorithm first generates a random number q in the range [0, 1). Let 
Q= {q+jIj=O,..., rdl - 1 }. We select a unit xi if Ii contains a point in Q. 
In systematic sampling Ld_l or rdl units are selected because the sum of 
the lengths of the intervals is d. Each unit xi is selected with probability hi 
because the length of interval Ii is hi. For each pair xi and .x~, the ordering 
of H, and the fact that hi+ h, < 1, guarantees that both xi and xi will not 
be selected. Systematic sampling and part one of phase two takes linear 
time. 
In the second part of phase two we finish the sample generation 
separately for each survey in linear time. We only describe how to do this 
for the first survey, the same method is used to finish the sample generation 
for the second survey. For each %-pair xi and xj, for which neither xi or 
xi was selected to be in both surveys in the first part, include xi in the first 
sample with probability (Ji - hi)/( 1 - hi-hi), otherwise include xj in the 
first survey. For each singleton xi, with pi being non-O/l, not selected to be 
in both surveys in the first part, select xi with probability pi/( 1 -hi). 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper is a first attempt at studying the complexity of controlled 
selection. Consequently, there are many possible avenues for further 
investigation. We mention just two possible avenues here. 
In many applications of controlled selection it would be desirable for the 
selection procedure to satisfy additional “fairness” conditions besides the 
requirement that each element be selected with some target probability. 
For example, in sampling applications we may want the selection proce- 
dure to satisfy some independence requirements. In randomized rounding 
it may be necessary that the rounding step satisfy additional conditions to 
produce a good approximation. It would be of interest to determine what 
the additional conditions are in these applications and to determine how 
this affects the complexity of controlled selection. 
There are several controlled selection problems, such as the cluster sam- 
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pling problem, for which the only polynomial-time algorithm that we know 
of is derived from a reduction to the corresponding linear optimization 
problem via the ellipsoid algorithm. Grotschel et al. (1981) give two other 
examples of such problems. The first example is the problem of a controlled 
selection of set of independent vertices in a K,, ,-free graph. The second 
example is the problem of a controlled selection of a set independent lines 
in a projective space. Finding efficient algorithms for these problems would 
be of interest. More generally, it would be of interest to develop algo- 
rithmic techniques that are useful for controlled selection problems. 
We should note that the techniques developed in this paper are also use- 
ful in examining the complexity of problems similar to controlled selection 
that involve balancing fairness and control (Pruhs, 1989b). 
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